CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

15th International Conference on Interactive Collaborative Learning
www.icl-conference.org

41st IGIP International Conference on Engineering Pedagogy
www.igip-online.net

September 26 – 28, 2012, Villach, Austria – Congress Center

This interdisciplinary conference aims to focus on the exchange of relevant trends and research results as well as the presentation of practical experiences in Interactive Collaborative Learning. Therefore pilot projects, applications and products will also be welcome.

This Twin-Conference will be organized by Carinthia University of Applied Sciences Villach, Austria in cooperation with:

- IEEE Education Society,
- Int. Society of Engineering Education (IGIP)
- International Association of Online Engineering (IAOE)
- European Institute of E-Learning (EiELE)
- European Association of Distance Teaching Universities (EADTU)
- Portuguese Society of Engineering Education (SPEE)

Keynote Speakers

- Hans Hoyer, Secretary General of the International Federation of Engineering Education Societies (IFeES)
- Sabina Jeschke, Director TeachING-LearnLING.EU, RWTH Aachen, Germany
- VisioneerING – Future Trends in Engineering Education
- Russ Meier, Vice-President of the IEEE Education Society
- Global Trends in Engineering Education
- Jose Carlos Marques dos Santos, Rector University of Porto, Portugal
- New Challenges in Engineering Education and the Answer of University of Porto
- Djamshid Tavangarian, University of Rostock, Germany
- Is Social Online Based Learning the Cure for Knowledge Poverty?
- Steve Wheeler, Plymouth University, UK
- Learning 3.0 and the Smart eXtended Web

Program

From near 400 submissions about 200 were selected to appear in the conference program. The covered topics are:

- Collaborative learning • Lifelong learning • Adaptive and intuitive environments • Ubiquitous learning environments • Semantic metadata for e-learning • Mobile learning environments applications • Computer aided language learning (CALL) • Platforms and authoring tools • Educational MashUps • Knowledge management and learning • Educational Virtual Environments • Remote and virtual laboratories • Evaluation and outcomes assessment • New learning models and applications • Real world experiences • Real world experiences • … and others

Important Dates

July 31, 2012 Early Bird Fee deadline

Proceedings

All accepted submissions will be published in the ICL2012 Proceedings, listed in IEEE Explore, EI Compendex, Elsevier SCOPUS and other scientific indexing services.